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abSTRacT
A natural yellow and transparent crystal of Mn-bearing, Mg-rich gahnite (ZnAl2O4) from Nordmark
(Sweden) was studied by electron microprobe, single-crystal X-ray diffraction and optical absorption
M
spectroscopy. The empirical structural formula of the crystal, T(Zn0.52Mg0.34Mn2+
(Al1.88
0.08Al0.06) 1.00
3+
3+
2+
2+
3+
Mn 0.06Fe 0.01Mg0.04Mn 0.01) 2.00 O4, shows that Mn and Mn are almost completely ordered at the T and
M sites, respectively. The electronic absorption spectrum of the spinel shows, in addition to a strong
UV-absorption edge (O2–-Mn3+ and O2–-Fe3+ ligand-metal charge transfers) and two broad VIMn3+-bands,
a set of relatively narrow absorption bands at energies comparable to those caused by spin-forbidden
electron transitions in tetrahedrally coordinated Mn2+ in oxide spinel. However, the set of bands in the
magnitude compared to those recorded for spin-forbidden IVMn2+-bands in spinel. These characteristic
differences in combination with the determined cation distribution in the present gahnite demonstrates
that electronic transitions in exchange coupled IVMn2+-VIMn3+ pairs cause its color.
Gahnite, crystal structure, electronic spectra

inTRoducTion
Color is one of the fundamental physical properties that is commonly used for mineral identification. Color in minerals has also
an economic dimension. The value of gems and also of several
industrial minerals is strongly dependent on their colors. Consequently, knowledge about the processes that create mineral colors
is important. The majority of the common ferromagnesian rockforming minerals owe their characteristic colors and pleochroism
to electronic transitions in iron cations that are present in their structures. These electronic processes occur at energies corresponding to
those of visible light and they may either be electron excitations that
take place between energy levels within single ions of Fe2+ or Fe3+
or more importantly, they may represent electron hopping between
heterovalent neighboring cations in the crystal, the so called Fe2+Fe3+ intervalence charge transfer processes (IVCT).
Numerous examples of Fe-related IVCT processes as the
main cause for color and pleochroism in the common silicates
of the amphibole, pyroxene, and mica mineral groups have been
observed (Burns 1993 and references therein). Color caused
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by electron transitions in magnetically exchange coupled homonuclear cation pairs (ECP), trimmers or larger clusters have
also been documented in minerals (e.g., Rossman 1975, 1976).
Intensity enhanced absorption bands caused by exchange coupled
heterovalent Fe2+-Fe3+ pairs have been reported in spectra of
tourmaline (Mattson and Rossman 1987) and spinel minerals
(Taran et al. 2005). However, there exist a limited number of
documented examples of non-iron IVCT or ECP processes that
create color in minerals. Examples of heteronuclear processes
involving Fe are though known. The most common ones are
Fe2+-Ti4+ IVCT processes in silicates and oxide minerals (e.g.,
Mattson and Rossman 1988; Taran and Koch-Müller 2011).
In view of the large number of examples of Fe-related IVCT
and ECP coloring processes in minerals it is surprising that
the number of reported IVCT and ECP cases in Mn-bearing
minerals are so scarce. Considering the terrestrial abundance of
manganese, the natural occurrence of differently charged Mncations, cation radii that proxy those of iron cations, and the
number of common Mn-bearing minerals, one would expect a
comparable number of documented examples of Mn2+-Mn3+ or
Mn2+-Men+ IVCT or ECP causing mineral coloration. Rossman
and Mattson (1986) suggested that Mn2+-Ti4+ IVCT occurred in
Mn-rich yellow tourmaline. In addition, exchange coupled pairs
of octahedrally coordinated Mn2+ and tetrahedrally coordinated
Fe3+ in trioctahedral micas have been proposed as the cause
for the color and the reverse pleochroism in some phlogopite
samples (Smith et al. 1983). Furthermore, Mn-related ECP
processes have been proposed for a small number of minerals:
Mn-bearing diopside (Hålenius and Skogby 1996), genthelvitehelvite solid solution minerals (Hålenius 2011), and tephroite
and rhodochrosite (Hålenius et al. 2007).

